Curtain Systems

Whatever the application,
whether it be repair or new install...

Sikkema’s has the curtain for the long haul!

Dairy Curtain
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PURPOSE
Winters are windy and cold! Curtains provide an excellent way of blocking that unwanted breeze from
blowing through your barn. Sikkema’s Equipment makes it easy and affordable to protect your animals
and investments.

APPLICATIONS
If your barn has an opening Sikkema’s Equipment can cover it with curtain! There are many different
applications to use curtain, here are a couple...

Barn Wall Openings
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Dairy Curtain
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MATERIAL
Every curtain is custom made to your opening’s specifications.
We use a curtain that is second to none when it comes to quality. Its tight scrim/weave makes it
extremely durable. The curtain is a heavy duty 10oz. poly max curtain with a double lockstitch hem
making it last for years to come.

Sikkema’s Equipment uses a
5 oz., 7 oz. and 10 oz. curtain
material. The 10 oz. material
is a superior fabric for a dairy
barn application due to it’s heft
and durability.

Strong, tight scrim

Double lockstitch hem

Our curtain is tough and heavy duty, but they allow
for plenty of light to come through, decreasing your
electric usage.
Sikkema’s also carries a 12 oz. specialty
vinyl that comes in a variety of colors.

*Other fabrics available upon request.
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Dairy Curtain
Shade Cloth
Shade cloth is a woven material that can
have multiple purposes...
•Shading
•Curtain
•Bird Netting

Shade Cloth

Put them down
in the summer &
up in the winter.

Shade cloth reduces the amount of
sun and light that enters the barn,
making for a more comfortable
environment for your animals. It is
available in many different shades.
Sikkema’s will typically use a shade
of 80%, which means that 80% of
the light is blocked! Your animals
will reward you after installing shade
cloth!
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Dairy Curtain

MOUNTING OPTIONS
•Single Hung
•Double Hung
•Triple Hung (for high walls)

•Wood Mount
•Lap Curtain
•Steel I-beam

•Single Hem
•Double Hem

Single Hung
Single hung curtain is one curtain
overlaying the entire opening. Typical uses
for a single hung application would be...
•Shorter openings
•Non-animal environments
•Wind breaks
One of the benefits for having a single hung
curtain is using less automation.

Double Hung
Double hung curtain is one curtain covering the top half of the barn and another curtain
covering the bottom half (as shown in image below). This mounting option allows the top and
bottom to function independently, getting the perfect amount of airflow to your animals.
Top closed

Top and bottom closed

Bottom open

Triple Hung

Use this option on your building that
has a high wall.
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Dairy Curtain
Wood Mount
Wood mounting attaches the top of the curtain to a header or a midboard using a firring strip, running
screws or nails every 12” - 14”. This is the most commonly used method of hanging curtain.

Lap Curtain
In a Lap curtain system the bottom curtain is mounted with pipe through a hem instead of nailing it to
the midboard. The top curtain then “laps” over the bottom curtain when closed.

Header

Air Seal
Post

Our lap curtain is used in applications where less draft is preferred. The bottom pipe
from the top row of curtain overlaps the top pipe of the lower curtains to create a better
air seal.
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Dairy Curtain
Steel I-beam

Sikkema’s uses a 3” galvanized angle hang support to mount the double hemmed curtain
to the steel structure. We clamp the curtain onto the angle, and use windpipe as an
interior and exterior wind brace. This mounting option allows for excellent wind lap and
secure attachment.

Single Hem
A single hem is the most commonly used
application - the top of the curtain is folded
around a firring strip and attached to the header
or midboard. A pipe is then inserted into the
hem in the bottom of the curtain.

Header/Midboard
& Firring Strip

Double Hem
A double hem has a hem at both the top and
bottom of the curtain, with a pipe in each hem.
In any of our curtain attachment methods
exluding the Top Drop, the curtain is fastened on
the top using clamps, nails, or screws.

Post &
Clamp

The double hem curtain is used in our lap curtain
system.
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Dairy Curtain

CURTAIN AUTOMATION
Available options for lifting and lowering your curtain are:
•

Standard hand
crank

-Electric
-Manual (w/ standard hand crank)
•Internal winch lift system
-Electric
-Manual winch
The standard hand crank is used when a
short run of curtain needs to be lifted.

Curtain Systems

Electric winch

LIFTING YOUR CURTAIN JUST GOT EASIER!!!
The ProLong™ system is designed, developed, and
is found exclusively at Sikkema’s Equipment. This
curtain lifting system isn’t your ordinary winch lift.
The ProLong™ system has the capabilty to lift most
runs of curtain up to 400 feet in length!
The ProLong™ system is available
If you want
quality, you’ll for single, double, and even
get ProLong TRIPLE hung curtain installations

and comes with an integrated
hinged operator pocket, keeping the winch
protected from the elements.

Available in a manual or an automated electric version, the ProLong™ system features an internal
braking system which prevents the curtain from
rolling down when in an open position.

Manual winch
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Dairy Curtain
I.W.L.S. (Internal Winch Lift System)

I.
W.
L.
S.
Gable end opening on a hoop barn.
The I.W.L.S. is used for openings that are out of reach and not easily accessible for the
operator. For instance, this system would be used for...
•Gable end openings
•Ridge vents
•Walls above a pit.
The I.W.L.S. raises the curtain via crank winch that is typically mounted on the outside of the
building, but can be mounted on the inside if that is preferred.

Top Drop
The Top Drop is used when you want an indirect
airflow to the animals.
This system uses the double hem curtain
attached with straps allowing the curtain to drop
from the top.
Achieving the drop:
•Raise the curtain from the bottom. (If a
12” opening is desired at the top, raise the
curtain 12”).
•Lower the entire curtain using a winch attached
to the jackshaft.

*Drop it from the top!

OUR AUTOMATIONS ARE SAFE AND AFFORDABLE!!!
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Dairy Curtain

INTERIOR WIND BRACING
SIKKEMA’S EXCLUSIVE 2”x2” MESH

Sikkema’s mesh is an interior bracing that is made of a 12-1/2 gauge steel, which is first welded, then
galvanized, and then vinyl coated. The vinyl coating eliminates rust corrosion and protects the curtain
much better than a plain steel mesh. Our mesh is also available in 2’ to 6’ rolls.
Our mesh lets plenty of air in while maximizing curtain protection!!!
Interior bracing such as a vinyl coated cable is also used where no mesh is present. The cable is tightened
with a hand ratchet, eliminating the use of tools, making it an ideal solution! Both of these wind bracing
methods are used to...
•Prevent the wind from blowing the curtain in toward the barn
•Protect the curtain from your animals.
•Protects while offering maximum airflow.
•Protects curtain from wear.

Use Mesh...

Use Cable...

Use both to produce less wear on the curtain.
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Dairy Curtain

EXTERIOR WIND BRACING
Bracing your curtain is necessary to keep the curtain from blowing away from the wall. There are a few
different options when it comes to bracing your curtain’s exterior. Your options vary from strap, steel
windpipe, pvc pipe, or rope.
Rope bracing
Here are some examples:
Steel windpipe

Strap bracing

FABRIC POCKETS
Closed pocket

Open pocket w/ crank

Sikkema’s Equipment can help you
with your curtain order!
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Some related products:

Glide Trac doors

Weatherbuster doors

Notes:

Sikkema’s Equipment
1235 100th St. S.E.
Byron Center, MI 49315

Call: 1-616-554-1900
Toll Free: 1-800-553-8171
Email: info@sikkemaequipment.com
www.sikkemaequipment.com
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